Ghost fields have reemerged in a handful of phenomenologically motivated cosmological and particle physics scenarios, and most recently in a cyclic mechanism to address the fine-tuning of gauge couplings in the standard model. We study the classical and quantum stability of a ghost-dilaton system coupled to a gauge sector and find that this system is classically stable due to the existence of limit cycles in phase space. We also analyze the coupled gauge invariant classical perturbations and find a range of phenomenologically viable parameters where the system is stable. We also discuss ways to avoid both quantum and vacuum instabilities by either having a ghost condensate or Classicon configurations.
INTRODUCTION
The issue of ghost fields and their stability have been a subject of interest over the past years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The common lore is that fields with negative kinetic energy could have an unbounded vacuum decay into photons and gravitons which place tight bounds on their existence [8, 9] . However, ghosts have been revisited in the context of infrared modifications to gravity to address a range of phenomenological issues, such as dark energy, cosmic inflation, a probe of Lorentz violation, and renormalizable deformation of perturbative quantum gravity.
Ghost fields seem to be inevitable in bouncing and cyclic models such as Ekpyrotic, Anamorphic and Matter-Bounce [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This is because the Friedmann equations require the Hubble parameter to go to zero at the bounce and a negative energy contribution in the Hamiltonian is needed to accomplish this requirement. Recently, a cyclic cosmology model was proposed to deal with the fine tuning issues in gauge couplings in the standard model.
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Instead of using the inflationary multiverse idea to populate pocket universes with different couplings, the authors demonstrate that in a cyclic universe, the gauge couplings can undergo a quasi-random walk during the bounce and stabilize during the expanding phase. Therefore, we happen to live in an expansion epoch where the couplings have dynamically evolved to be compatible with the measured values in our standard model. This "cyclic-multiverse" model [16] implements a dilaton-like field which naturally acts as coupling constants for gauge theories. It is remarkable that in this model, the dilaton field plays a dual role as the agent that leads to the bounce and the coupling constant. Despite its promise, issues of stability arise since the dilaton field looks like a ghost. However, because of the non-linear couplings and time-dependence, it is important to address an explicit stability analysis for this theory in particular.
In this work we will derive the gauge invariant cosmological perturbations of the ghostdilaton-gauge system and perform a classical, linear stability analysis. We then discuss the classical nonlinear vacuum stability issues particular to this model, extensions to ghost condensate models and conclude with a future research directions regarding UV completion and non-perturbative physics.
BACKGROUND EQUATIONS
We are investigating the stability of a ghost scalar field with a periodic potential with a dilatonic coupling to a U (1) gauge field. The action for our model is
where with our sign convention (−, +, +, +) the kinetic term for the field ψ has the wrong sign. We use a negative periodic potential
First, we will investigate the classical, linear stability. At the background level, we assume an FRW metric in conformal coordinates,
where field ψ = ψ(η),
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to conformal time.
To solve for the evolution of the homogeneous background quantities, we assume that the gauge field is in the form of radiation. In that case F µν F µν = 0, and we can ignore the last term in equation (4) . The Friedmann equations for the evolution of the spacetime are
where H ≡ a /a and ρ F 0 is the radiation energy density at a = 1. In order to find cyclic solutions, we take the curvature to be positive. In figure 1 we show an example of the behaviour of the field ψ(η). During this evolution, the scale factor oscillates with the time scale at its minimum very short compared to rest of the evolution. We refer to this period, where the scale factor goes from decreasing to increasing, as a bounce. During each bounce the field ψ jumps quickly from one value to another. Between bounces, ψ exhibits linearly from one cycle to another changes the effective coupling constant of the gauge field via the dilatonic coupling in equation (1).
We can study the stability of the background solutions by analyzing phase portraits of the scale factor. These are plotted in figures 2a and 2b for f = 10 −2 M p and f = 10 −3 M p respectively. We see that the scale factor solution is almost periodic. The precise evolution differs from cycle to cycle, but the overall solution remains confined to a band, indicating the stability of the solutions. We can also see that for the smaller value of f , the band of solutions is much tighter, showing that the solutions become closer to periodic for smaller values of f .
The phase portraits for the ghost field ψ, figures 2c and 2d, show the overall behaviour of the ghost field. During the expansion and contraction, the evolution of the field is confined to the intersection near the ψ = 0 axis. It is only during the bounce phases where the large jumps occur which take the ghost field to different maxima of the potential. As with the scale factor, the evolution of the ghost field becomes more tightly confined to cycles as f becomes smaller.
To investigate linear instabilities caused by inhomogeneous perturbations, we perturb both the ghost field and the metric. For now, we ignore the gauge field. The scalar perturbation of the background Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric in the Newtonian gauge gives
By perturbing the ghost field, ψ → ψ(η) + χ(η, x), we obtain the Einstein equation
ν to first order in perturbations, φ, θ and χ. For a scalar field source, there is no anisotropic stress, and we have φ = θ. The field equations for the metric perturbation φ are then
These are the same as the standard equations for scalar perturbations sourced by a scalar field except that those terms derived from the kinetic term of the ghost field have the opposite sign [1] . With the second order Lagrangian, the equation of motion for the perturbation of the ghost field can be found. This equation of motion, along with a combination of equations (8) and (10), give wave equations for the two perturbative fields
We can simplify the coupling terms in the equations by using the background equation of motion for ψ and equation (9) . We again assume that the gauge field just contributes a radiation density ρ F to the background evolution. It will then have no direct effect on the 
In Fourier space, the equations for the perturbations become
We can make some approximations to specialize these equations to the period of time near the bounce. Figure 3 shows an example of the evolution of the Hubble rate from one bounce to the next. The bounce occurs when the negative kinetic energy of the ghost field, ψ, becomes large enough to cancel the radiation energy density such that H = 0. At this point the potential term in equation (13) Using this in equation (15) and then using equation (9) we can get a decoupled equation for
Also, since during the bounce ψ is large, the cosine term in equation (14) oscillates quickly and averages to zero. We can therefore write the equation for χ k as
For the evolution of the perturbations during the expansion and contraction phases we use the full equations (14) and (15) The main problem with the ghost field however is really the nonlinear instability due to the negative kinetic term, and its interaction with other fields. This points us towards the idea of a ghost condensate to stabilize the field [2] . The idea is to add higher order derivative terms which stabilize the ghost field around a non-zero value of ∂ µ ψ, analogous to the stabilization of a tachyonic potential by adding higher order polynomials to the potential.
DISCUSSION
In this work we studied the stability of a ghost field in the context of a cyclic universe scenario. Unlike the linear instabilities that non-interacting ghosts suffer in flat, time independent backgrounds, we will argue that it is possible for ghosts in cyclic cosmologies to exhibit stability. We already demonstrated that a background time-dependent ghost subject to an oscillatory potential exhibits limit cycles which bound the field trajectories and energies in a finite series of limit cycles. This reflects the fact that the oscillatory potential bounds the negative energy background field configuration.
Secondly we find that the gauge invariant coupled metric and ghost cosmological perturbations have a peculiar feature. First, similar to well behaved scalar perturbations, the ghost field undergoes a classical instability for superhorizon modes. However, subhorizon modes are well behaved and are generically oscillatory. One distinct feature of the ghost system is that modes that are marginally sub-horizon are unstable and could actually have some interesting phenomenological consequences. Since this class of sub horizon instabilities are classical, it could signal the formation of a stable condensed configuration. Mukohyama have shown that ghost instabilities that accreted into black holes behave just like dust and could also serve as a viable dark matter candidate [4] . It is therefore possible the these unstable sub-horizon modes can accreted into primordial black-holes which accrete the ghost field and we are currently investigating this interesting possibility. At the nonlinear level it is well established that the ghost vacuum can undergo graviton mediated decay into two photons and two ghosts via the process shown in figure 5a . The decay rate for this process is naively infinite, however, if we introduce a cutoff energy, E c , above which the effective theory with the ghost does not apply, then we can estimate a decay rate of Γ 0→2γφ ∼
. Constraints come from diffuse gamma ray backgrounds to give a UV cutoff at E c ≤ 3 MeV [9] . Therefore, our theory will likewise be effective up to a MeV cutoff. Moreover, the ghost also directly couples to the photon through the term ∆L = − small UV cutoff points to the need for a ghost free UV complete theory or another avenue to quantum mechanically stabilize the ghost system. The cutoff induced by direct interactions of the ghost can be relaxed if the gauge field is identified as the dark photon. When the ghost is directly coupled to regular photons, a bound can be found from high energy photon measurements. However, in the case where the direct coupling is with the dark photon, the analogous constraint would also involve the suppressed coupled between the dark photon and standard model particles [17] [18] [19] .
One potential resolution to alleviating the issue of vacuum decay is to realize that the ghost condenses in the IR. In this case, an opposite sign quartic kinetic self interaction with a frequency dispersion relation renders the vacuum stable against decay. This idea is reminiscent to a Higgs-like phenomena of spontaneous symmetry breaking. Here the Higgs field Φ has an unstable tachyonic mode around the false vacuum Φ = 0. While fluctuations around field values are unstable, the full theory is stable since the Higgs potential has a global vacuum that is bounded from below. Likewise, as pointed out in Arkani-Hamed et al. [2] , the ghost field can be seen as an effective theory with higher order kinetic terms which has a stable minima:
A power-counting analysis of scaling dimension of the above operator reveals that there are no large quantum instabilities in the IR. Therefore if our ghost is a condensate in the IR we can evade the instabilities provided that there is a UV completion of our theory. that the constraints of a local, Lorentz-invariant, S-matrix prohibit a UV completion of a ghost condensate further negating the claims of [3] . The point is that a translationally invariant ghost configuration that picks a frame, necessarily generates superluminal waves which violate causality in the S-matrix. However there is a very interesting loop-hole that was pointed out by Dvali and collaborators [7] :
The road to UV completion rests on the Wilsonian paradigm which is based on the existence of weakly coupled degrees of freedom that become relevant in the deep UV. A good example of this is in QCD where below some cutoff scale strongly coupled states such as pions arise. Above the cutoff scale the pion is no longer a reliable degree of freedom and are replaced by weakly coupled quarks and gluons in the UV. However, the authors of [7] show another route, using ghost condensates as an example, where there is a non-Wilsonian completion. In this case it is not new weakly coupled states that appear but collective excitations of multi-particle states composed out of soft original quanta. Interestingly these field configurations are often non-linear and appear to be non-unitary.The authors show that the issue of superlumanility and non-unitarity can be resolved because even if the background classicalon solution produces super-luminal waves, boost transformations that can lead to acausality are not allowed by the background. We trade a short spatial wavelength instability for a different instability due to higher order time derivatives, if we insist on local Lorentz invariance. If we give up local Lorentz invariance then we run afoul of all experiments testing special relativity. However, instabilities do not prove a theory is inconsistent, only that the vacuum and quasiparticles have not been properly identified.
